
Carl Washburn has nearly thirty years’ experience as a compensation consultant.  

Educated at Reed College, Brandeis University and the University of Chicago Graduate 

School of Business, Carl began his professional career as a college teacher and faculty 

administrator.  By developing special expertise in the economic analysis of different 

components of executive compensation and by demonstrating skill in mathematical 

modeling and the presentation of statistical data, Carl has become at times a consultant 

to other consultants.  In addition to providing compensation consulting services directly 

to his own clients, Carl regularly assists several other small consulting firms and 

independent consultants in the design, analysis and statistical testing of compensation 

programs.  Carl sits on the board of West Virginia Holdings, a small investment and 

management firm with interests in the aluminum industry.  He frequently analyzes 

production capabilities, staffing plans, operating costs, business plans, financing 

arrangements and import-export opportunities for aluminum processing and 

manufacturing facilities connected to the firm. 

 

 

amidon research analyzes economic, political and human-capital data to provide consulting 

services to business enterprises, nonprofit organizations and government units. 

 We report and evaluate marketplace trends and regulatory developments. 

 We develop multiple-year business plans and financial projections. 

 We conduct market analysis and structure marketing programs. 

 We analyze operations to promote increased productivity and improved service. 

 We examine sourcing and supply arrangements for costs and performance. 

 We audit and design human-resources systems, including programs that cover organization 
development, workforce utilization and total rewards. (Please see our companion Website 
www.payline.us.) 

In consulting assignments, we employ a variety of statistical analytical techniques, and we seek to make 
optimal use of a client organization’s existing software and databases, in order to integrate information 
across the enterprise.  Where a client chooses, we can conduct workshops for client personnel; and we 
can organize multiple-client work groups within and across different industries and trades. 

For more information, please email askus@amidonresearch.com or contact 

amidon research   P.O. Box 5305  River Forest, Illinois  60305 

(708) 488-1950  Fax (708) 488-1951  www.amidonresearch.com 
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